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The theorem of Dvoretzky [2j states that for any E&#x3E; 0 and any

positive integer K there exists an N = N(K, e)  00 such that every normed

space (X, 11 it) with dim X&#x3E; N contains a K-dimensional subspace E which

is e-Euclidean (i.e. there exists a Euclidean on E such that

for x E E).

Two proofs of the theorem have already been presented on this

seminar (cf.el), [4j, ~3~ ) . I am going to show another one based on an

idea of Szankowski’s [6J but simpler in details . Only the obvious modi-

fications (viz. considering the complex Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds)

are needed to obtain a proof of the complex version of the theorem.

In the sequel let K be a fixed integer greater than 1.

We shall need the following consequence of the Dvoretzky-Rogers

lemma (cf. [2j, [lj). o

(D-R) For every integer n z K and every normed space (Xj) II )
with dim X &#x3E; 4n2 there exists an operator I : R- X such that

Let F = and let lixII2 = III-Ixll 1,n for x E F. Since any norm

2

on F can be approximated (uniformly on the unit ball) by smooth ones,

we may assume that 11 -ii is smooth on F. Thus for each x 6 F B (01 there is
a unique T x 6 Ii" such that

Clearly, T x depends continuously on x) and II xii Tx is simply the Ga%teaux
derivative of the norm at x.

For any linear subspace E c~ F with dim 2, let SE denote the
unit sphere (xE E : t 13 and let Ep denote the Stiefel manifold of

all ordered pairs such that = 0 }
2

The normalized il 112 -rotation invariant measures on SE and ¿:E will be
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denoted by XE and aE respectively.

Our basic invariant characterizing the closeness of II II to 11 II2
on E is defined as follows

We shall check the following facts :

1) There exists a subspace F such that dim E = K and v(F) ;

where C depends only on K.

It follows from 1, 2, 3 that b E , where C I is
another constant. Since E ~ b/(l-b) , the proof will be complete, if we

also establish :

4) There exists a sequence (C ) 00 tending to zero such that the F" 

n n=2
yielded by (D-R) satisfies v(F) _ Cn-n

Proofs : 1) is an immediate consequence of the formula

where y is the normalized 11.112 -rotation invariant measure on the Grassmann
manifold r of all K-dimensional linear subspaces of F. (The second equa-

lity is valid when T x (y)2 is replaced by any function f (x, y) defined and

continuous on Em ! i it follows from the uniqueness of a normalized

invariant measure on ~F) .
2) For any x,z E BE with z / I x, let ( t) , 0~ t ~ 2n,

be the arc-length parametrization of the great circle of BE starting
at x and passing through z, -x ,-z back to x. We have

hence
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3) Let us write P ( j (x) ) instead Let

a = sup llxll and let t E (0,1) be fixed.
xEE

we pick an xo such that

(Otherwise we would take xo with a, and

proceed analogously).

Observe that there is an s&#x3E; 0, depending only on K, such that

which implies the desired inequality.
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To get 4) observe first that

(recall that 1

The following short reasoning was shown to the author by D. Burkholder.

Let Xi Y X2,... be independent normalized Gaussian variables on a probabi-

lity space * Then one has

the

The fact that/’b’s tend to zero is a well-known consequence of the unbounded-
n

ness of the and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. This is
-1

sufficient to establish 4) and complete the proof. ®

It is ea,sy to rove that in fact b n = which yields

an estimate N ( K, e) s exp ( C2 £ -K-l ) for small E &#x3E; 0. This bound can be con-

siderably improved by using the p-th powers instead of squares in the

definition of (p being a large number depending on n) and more careful

estimates of the appearing integrals, The result sef-nis to be slightly

stronger than those found L5J 
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